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I. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to review the various conceptual components of the issue of domestic violence by first explicating the numerous challenges to understanding the complexity of this issue. The societal costs from domestic violence within the broader purview of sexual assault, family violence and other violence in the community are described, as well as the challenges of developing community collaboration initiatives to comprehensively address family violence. Highlights are presented from a process evaluation from one community’s efforts to develop a community plan for a comprehensive and collaborative family violence approach that encompasses governmental, for-profit and nonprofit sectors. There are three essential components of community system development that are emphasized in addition to sufficient funding levels. They include the need for one specific organization to lead the collaborative effort and the dedication of the leaders of both that organization and other leaders within the community. Also, a cultural shift in attitudes is required from an organizational to a community focus for all persons involved with the effort.

II. Definitions and Misunderstandings

Domestic violence is defined in various ways and it is considered to be part of two broader terms. The first one is intimate partner violence (IPV), defined by Barnett, Miller-Perrin and Perrin as “violence . . . that occur[s] between adult partners who are at least 18
years old, sexually intimate, married or unmarried, and currently or formerly living together.”

IPV also includes dating violence, stalking and sexual assault. An alternate definition for domestic violence involves “incidents of both mild and severe violence by one intimate adult partner with another.” In addition, domestic violence is also part of the broader context of family violence that includes child abuse and neglect, as well as any form of maltreatment of children, and elder or vulnerable adult abuse. However, Barnett, Miller-Perrin, and Perrin contend that “[t]here is no consensus about the precise meaning of terms such as violence, abuse, assault, rape, sexual assault and sexual coercion.”

The lack of consistent coordination and official connections between community practice organizations – especially misunderstandings from basic legal and operational definitions – complicates the issue even further. Statutes vary from one state to another and their application can vary even within a state. Inconsistent ways of interpreting laws between law enforcement organizations, prosecuting attorneys, courts and numerous other governmental and nonprofit organizations add further opportunities for not only confusion, but instances where misinformation can jeopardize the safety of community residents.

III. Historical Factors

Violence in families has been an accepted practice in this country from a historical perspective and remains so in other parts of the world. In some countries, for instance,
"honor killings are practiced with little if any sanction."  

Violence in families has only been officially recognized as an American societal problem since the 1960’s when the “battered child” concept began to receive national attention.  

Starting in the 1970’s, organizations were established to provide temporary shelter and supportive services to what were then referred to as “battered women.” During this time period, child and adult protection systems were established and/or formalized within most communities.  

Dealing with domestic and family violence in general emanates from past misperceptions and distortions presented by some mental health practitioners and other professionals. Due to the negative misperceptions, it was necessary to transform belief patterns from a stance that blamed victims for their own abuse to one that recognizes that the abuse is illegal.

The illegality of abuse has not been supported by various interpretations of religious writings and teachings. Historically, it has been a relatively short time since the concept of ownership of wives and children by a male head-of-household was the norm codified in many statutes and an integral part of gender socialization practices. One example of a positive program to alter the previous negative socialization patterns is the “Coaching Boys into Men” program started by the Family Violence Prevention Fund, which teaches young men to not use violence against girls and women.
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IV. Domestic Violence or IPV as Part of the Broader Family Violence Context

Family violence, including IPV, cannot be viewed separately. It needs to be viewed as connected to, or as a concurrent causal factor with, other forms of violence within the family, household, or society. Violence stems from a sociological, sometimes neurological and/or societal maladaptive, behavior that is manifested with the use of force. It is most often accompanied by psychological or emotional abuse. Far too often the victims tolerate the abuse because they see few alternatives to escape it and blame themselves for it or rationalize that it is a temporary or an isolated incident that the abusive person now regrets. Children, elders or other vulnerable adults cannot defend themselves from it when they witness or experience it within the household. The true impact of this violence is just beginning to be understood by more people in American society.

V. Incidence of Violence

In 1997, Joy D. Osofsky stated that “[t]he United States is the most violent country in the industrialized world, with violence having reached epidemic proportions.” In a 2001 study of bullying behavior, “54 percent of students say they have sexually harassed someone
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during their school lives.” This same report showed that this number had actually improved “from 1993, when six in ten students . . . said they had sexually harassed someone.” When the issue of domestic violence or IPV is addressed, the data regarding related and/or causal violence is integral to both understanding it and developing strategies to eradicate it. For example, “being abused or neglected as a child increased the likelihood of arrest as a juvenile by 59 percent, as an adult by 28 percent, and for a violent crime by 30 percent.”

The following key statistics indicate the need to see the linkages between various forms of violence. These connections need to be clearly understood by all professionals working with possible family violence victims and the general public as well:

- “As of 1995, approximately 1.8 million adolescents ages 12 to 17 had been sexually assaulted and 3.9 million had been severely assaulted”;
- “Another 2.1 million had been punished by physical abuse”;
- “[V]ictimization by witnessing violence . . . [included] 8.8 million youths . . . [who] had seen someone else being shot, stabbed, sexually assaulted, physically assaulted, or threatened with a weapon”;
- “[74 percent of youth who reported assaults indicated] the assault was committed by someone they knew well”;
- “Of all physical assaults, 65 percent were never reported [to authorities]”.
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• "The lifetime prevalence of PTSD [Post Traumatic Stress Disorder] was 8.1 percent, indicating that, as of 1995, approximately 1.8 million adolescents had met the criteria for PTSD at some point during their lifetime. . . . [Thus] more than one in eight 17 year-olds has had PTSD at some point in his or her lifetime."25

Osofsky reports that “[h]omicide is the second leading cause of death among all 15- to 24- year-olds, and is now the third leading cause of death among elementary school children, ages 5 – 14.”26 For women, the connection between abuse as a child and predisposition to later victimization has been described as a part of the “cycle of violence,” as there is evidence of repeated episodes of violence throughout women’s lives.27 Research indicates that one in every six women has experienced an attempted or completed rape as a child and/or adult. . . . The Bureau of Justice Statistics reports that between 1976 and 1999, murders of women accounted for 24 percent of total homicides in the United States. Approximately one-third of these victims were killed by a spouse, boyfriend, or other family member.28

Recent research on the murder of pregnant teens and women has produced unanticipated conclusions. For example, according to a recent Washington Post article quoting Horon and Cheng’s 2001 Journal of the American Medical Association study, “a pregnant or recently pregnant woman is more likely to be a victim of homicide than to die of any other cause [in Maryland].”29 There, an Assistant U.S. Attorney concludes that these murders are committed for money—that is, the men who committed the murders did not want to pay child support.30 The story not only reported on studies, but it also emphasized the
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deficiencies with data collection practices at all levels of society. The dilemma remains that a problem needs to be recognized as important in order for it to be documented.

For elders and persons with disabilities, the issue of abuse includes many of the same dimensions as other forms of family violence. The emotional effects of denial, rationalization and minimizing are common reactions to all forms of violence especially within the family and often even with violence from strangers.

As is the case with unrecognized murder rates of pregnant women, the mistreatment of older adults and persons with disabilities is significantly “underreported.” The National Center on Elder Abuse documented a total of 472,813 reports in their study of adult-protective-services. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention estimated “that nearly 450,000 people ages 60 and older experienced abuse [and] . . . only 16 percent (nearly 71,000) were reported to and substantiated by Adult Protective Services (APS) agencies; the remaining 379,000 were either not reported to APS or not substantiated.” In addition, determining the prevalence of elder abuse is confounded by numerous variables, such as the presence of active adult protective services, various governmental reporting protocols, and all of the challenges indicated for IPV and child maltreatment. This area has not received a comparable level of research compared to other forms of family violence, and this is clearly indicated by the “the low autopsy rate for elder deaths, less than 1% in recent years.”
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etiology of the aging process within American society compounds the situation further due to the natural aging process that too often reduces the independence of elders thus causing frustration, depression that is not diagnosed, and isolation, which reduces detection and reporting of maltreatment.

VI. Consequences of Violence within the Family – What are the Costs to Society?

The costs can be divided between direct financial costs of the violence and those costs that cannot be quantified, but nevertheless cause considerable harm. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention has estimated that the annual cost of IPV for American society is $5.8 billion each year in the United States, including $4.1 billion for direct medical and mental health care services and nearly $1.8 billion for productivity losses. In addition, there are costs for emergency housing, and related social services, and criminal justice system processing that are more difficult to calculate.

For children in their homes, schools, and neighborhoods, the cumulative impact of witnessing and even only hearing violence has severe emotional consequences. "[V]iewing or hearing violent acts may often have the same lasting effects on children as being a direct victim of violence. These dangers are greatest for the youngest children . . ."41

It is necessary to consolidate estimates of the costs of violence within families to clearly document its societal impact in terms of direct costs, as well as the emotional impacts that contribute to the negative cycle of violence within families. In addition, this information
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can provide the basis for further predictions and investigations about deaths that were not clearly attributed to violence. With only 1% of elder deaths autopsied\textsuperscript{42} and the calls for both child\textsuperscript{43} and domestic violence fatality review teams,\textsuperscript{44} a case could be made to advocate for fatality review teams for all unexpected and violent deaths. These teams use reviews to assess community systems to determine if any procedures and/or training need to be altered to prevent future harm.

Almost on a daily basis within each community, the rapid, and dedicated responses from a professional person, volunteer or caring neighbor, friend, or relative are all that stand in the way of even more tragedies involving violence between family members. Children and vulnerable adults are caught in the middle of the violence. Elderly parents are forced to helplessly witness the abuse of their children and grandchildren. When tragedies do happen, professionals and elected officials gather round to report on how they did their job. They are often quoted as saying that this outcome just could not be predicted or prevented. Sometimes that is the case. However, other times another organization or official is blamed in a never-ending cycle of recriminations. In reality the entire community has failed, and rarely should one individual or office be blamed for the tragedy.

Community system failure occurs when children and parents are harmed or killed and there were signs that were missed or were not acted upon by persons in one or numerous parts of the community system. Sometimes no matter what many people do to protect a family, there will be events that could not be clearly predicted. However, communities are collectively responsible to find ways to bring the parts of the system (the various social services and governmental agencies) together to share information and coordinate their actions and services.

\textsuperscript{42} Barnett, supra note 1, at 352.


and thereby increase the protective resources made available to vulnerable persons.  

VII. Causal Factors for Violence—Why Do Victims Stay, or More Accurately, Why Do They Return?

Domestic violence or IPV cannot be viewed separately from other related or sequential acts of violence within families and the community. There is a common origin of violence that is endemic to this society. Prevention of violence needs to involve the entire community, including professionals, employers, and elected and appointed officials as well as the medical, educational and religious communities. Intervention after the violence occurs to reduce the negative impact of the violence and prevent its reoccurrence is currently split into a plethora of entities—all of them with different agendas and mandates, professional education and ethical standards, and operational guidelines. This fact compounds the trauma of the event not only for the victims, but also for their friends, relatives, neighbors and employers who attempt to assist them, help to keep them safe, and enable them to support themselves and their children after leaving an abusive partner.

The community system interferes with the ability of victims to choose to leave abusive relationships, the ability of children to begin to emotionally heal, and the ability of those who attempt to assist them to believe that there is a way to provide resolution of cases. For victims to be safe, the community system needs to be substantially reconfigured to provide consistent procedures to protect all persons who have been negatively impacted by violence, including services for the perpetrator, prior to and during, and/or after incarceration. There is evidence that women who too often are blamed for staying in abusive relationships do leave; however,
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they leave and return an average of “five or more times before they can leave for good.”

“Three-quarters of homicide victims and 85 percent of women who had experienced severe but nonfatal violence had left or tried to leave in the past year.” There are also far too many cases of women being “charged with domestic violence crimes when they seek to defend themselves or protect children.”

Not having a sufficient source of income, however, is the primary reason for women returning. With the passage of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA), the entitlement Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) was replaced with a much more limited program: Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF). The lifetime limit for TANF is a maximum of five years, and the misperceptions on the part of financial assistance workers and potential recipients alike have restricted a potential source of assistance for women leaving abusive relationships. The Wellstone/Murray Amendment to the PRWORA was passed to provide a greater level of flexibility to states in order to set aside specific work requirements for qualifying victims of domestic violence. However, this option is not mandated: it is up to each state to apply for the waiver. Smith criticizes the emphasis on the work requirement when women may have to choose between remaining safe and going to work. In addition, current and proposed
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reductions in the availability of housing vouchers can play a critical role in helping to reduce families' exposure to violence.\textsuperscript{56}

Compounding these problems is the issue of custody of children, as threats of losing custody are often used to control the behavior of victims.\textsuperscript{57} Lack of knowledge about the availability of aid and cultural acceptance of asking for financial assistance are among the many major factors that influence persons attempting to leave an abusive situation.\textsuperscript{58}

**VIII. Community Systems or the Lack Thereof**

The community has reluctantly and somewhat slowly begun to see that violence in the family is unacceptable. Ultimately, the violence has been made illegal. However, changing the behavior of the perpetrators and those legally responsible for arresting, prosecuting and presiding over judicial processes is an ongoing challenge. There is great variability not only among law enforcement agencies, but also in individual officers, some of whom often refuse to recognize IPV and who may commit or witness those violations in their own homes. Law enforcement agencies have, in some cases, established separate protocols for dealing with allegations of abuse by their officers. For example, Barnett, Miller-Perrin, and Perrin describe a series of studies about Los Angeles Police Department and various issues related to violence by police officers.\textsuperscript{59} Their concluding statement exemplifies the basic societal effect of violence that damages many families: "male privilege in some settings is still a powerful force exerting control over women's lives."\textsuperscript{60}
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For each group recognized as needing protection, various organizations were established, specific statutes were passed and various policies and protocols were developed to protect vulnerable persons and penalize the perpetrators. The bureaucratic interrelationships between those to be protected and those to be punished are beginning to be understood, but unless personally involved with a case, it is challenging to understand and clearly see how hidden and insidious these connections truly are. It is also critical to see how intractable it is to attempt to take care of one part without encountering an endless number of confounding issues that impact the presenting issue. For example, Dugan et. al. point out that “[p]olicies and services designed to help victims . . . appear to have two possible and opposing effects: either they decrease the abuse and risk of homicide, or they have the unintended consequences of increasing them.” Even harder to comprehend are the actions necessary to decrease the incidence of violence in the home. For example, one case can potentially involve a host of organizations to help the victims – who are primarily, but not exclusively women – as well as the children, and other vulnerable adults within a household. There are shelters for women, child protection services for children and adult protection services. It is conceivable that all three organizations can or should be involved with one case that includes several victims and one perpetrator. That one case can also involve law enforcement, court and judicial services, and even animal cruelty programs. Linking all of these organizations in such a way as to protect victims and hold the perpetrator accountable is the overwhelming challenge for all communities.
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Each community has a host of differing response systems and protocols, but unless specifically mandated each allegation of maltreatment is handled separately, both legally and operationally. The reporting of the various levels of maltreatment is dependent on state statutes, various protocols, and the personal dedication of each responding individual and the amount of time that they can devote to any one case.

In addition to the victims of violence and their children and other family members, there are a host of other persons and organizations that attempt to assist the victims. Attorneys and others who volunteer to help families in crisis encounter a complex labyrinth of private and governmental organizations that can often work at cross-purposes with one another. There is an increasing recognition that there needs to be coordination between governmental and nonprofit service providers including the medical community, law enforcement, the courts and many others. In all communities a direct line of accountability is missing due to overlapping and often conflicting mandates, jurisdictions, professional training and ethical requirements.

Definitions of violence vary in statutes and funding organizations from one organization to another. Therefore, data collection is hampered by differing definitions, inadequate funding for training, the lack of quality assurance efforts to implement and effectively monitor data collection processes, protocol development and training, and monitoring of consistency with actual response behavior. The preceding factors are hampered even more by incessant changes caused by newly elected officials who tend to restructure law enforcement, prosecution, and court systems. In private nonprofit organizations there is also a
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severe problem with continuous staff turnover from the administrative level to the front-line workers who provide direct care for traumatized victims. Staff turnover rates range from twenty- to fifty percent or higher. Thus, each time there is staff turnover, the collective knowledge and established contacts with other parts of the community system are jeopardized if not entirely lost.

IX. Implementation of a Family Violence Community-Wide Plan

A process evaluation in one community has identified several findings during Phase I of the community-wide plan to address family violence. The most significant finding is what has been described for community partners as

a shift from one that emphasizes an organizational and programmatic focus to a system that places the outcomes for citizens experiencing family violence first. After many false starts . . . there is evidence of and hope that this significant shift in focus will continue . . . .

Mattessich, Murray-Close and Monsey developed a collaborative inventory providing an objective assessment or scoring method to identify strengths, areas needing attention and areas of concern. The administration of this instrument for this project has shown seven critical strengths, six additional measures that are acceptable for a baseline measure, seven areas needing additional attention and no areas of concern. The strengths identified included a unique approach of the collaborative, a favorable political and social climate, participants
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believing that their organizations would benefit from involvement in the collaborative, skilled leadership, flexibility, concrete, attainable goals and objectives; and shared vision.67

This cultural shift is the most significant factor when promoting the development of a community planning effort. Peter Senge describes the challenges of promoting change efforts in individual organizations.68 When the idea of promoting change across a multitude of organizations is considered, the challenge becomes exponentially more formidable. That is why it is essential to document the process of the community evolutionary effort, including both the analysis of what happens and how attitudes toward the collaborative process are altered, in addition to changes in protocols, procedures and training and the collection baseline data.

Paranteau and Stark recommended that communities should “start with one to two easily attainable goals”69 in order to bring success that begins to build the pivotal “collaborative culture.”70 The experiences of this project have clearly substantiated that assertion.

Some of the most significant successes of the Phase I time period included innovations that did not require substantial financial investments other than the cost of staff time to plan and implement these operational strategies. The mission of the Family Violence Community-wide Plan during Phase I was to “create and implement a coordinated[,] comprehensive, and culturally competent system of response that promotes prevention and effective intervention
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to keep family members of all ages safe from family violence." There were eight key strategies identified in the plan, they included: creating a coordinated response, supporting current efforts, implementing general education and training, ensuring research ability, establishing cultural competency, having an effect on public policy, establishing a coordinating body, and creating a transition plan.

The main accomplishments during Phase I of this community-wide plan included the identification of one organization, the Domestic Violence Network (DVN) as the entity for leading and monitoring the implementation of the plan. The DVN in conjunction with an advisory committee developed the criteria for the bidding process to establish a "navigation hub" so that domestic violence victims can call one number and after a brief assessment be connected to the most appropriate organization(s) to meet their specific needs. This is not only easier for victims, but it also allows for the collection of consistent intake data about the needs in the community and provides one number for professionals who need guidance with referrals that they can provide to their clients, employees, and patients or for family members or friends.

An innovative and effective plan to address emergency bed space as shelters fill up was the second accomplishment to recognize. This plan is simplistic, but has resulted in a highly effective approach that uses existing technology. One organization was identified to collect daily occupancy rates for all of the shelters in the community and then distribute that information to all organizations that might need to make referrals to the shelters. This plan
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has proven over the first two years that additional shelter beds are not necessary at this point in time. The contracting agency that manages the program has access to overflow-shelter space as it is needed. In addition to the fact that this plan has avoided the much more expensive building of a new shelter or additions to existing shelters, it has also provided data to show the flow of requests for emergency housing and the types needed. For advocates and other emergency and social service personnel it has substantially reduced the time that was previously spent attempting to locate shelter for emergency situations.

The third major accomplishment was the Fire Station Haven Project that allows for a safe and easily accessible place for victims to go after leaving an abusive experience. This plan does not require new hiring costs because it is set up to utilize only existing personnel who are already on duty. Training of all related personnel and the production of a video to explain the service clearly demonstrated the value of coordination between all of the appropriate organizations because the focus is on the needs of the victim. The fourth major innovation during Phase I was the use of collaborative public relations campaigns to advertise the navigation hub phone number, information about the Fire Station Haven Project and provide general education about basic rights and dispute domestic violence myths with facts. These campaigns are conducted in collaboration with various news organizations and have included billboards and ad space on buses, the distribution of safety planning cards, and an award winning video about the dynamics of domestic violence and the community planning process.
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The process evaluation of the first phase of the community-wide plan highlights these projects, but specifically focuses on how these projects developed and the dynamics of the collaboration between the leadership organization and the various community partners. The implementation phase of the project has been possible due to the increasing collaborative culture that has developed between the members of the Advocates Group. This group includes representatives from over sixty different organizations including private nonprofits, governmental groups, and a few representatives from private organizations who are also members of the Employers Against Domestic Violence group, which meets quarterly for educational programs on workplace safety and how to assist their employees impacted by family violence.

The Advocates Group meets monthly and uses committees to monitor the community-wide plan’s implementation. It has also identified additional initiatives such as the need for a transportation fund and a new curriculum committee, which has developed a training curriculum to share with community organizations. The Domestic Violence Network has provided the administrative support such as preparation of meeting minutes, reports, fiscal services and a common point for contracts, including funding contracts for the various efforts listed above and for evaluation. They provide leadership to monitor the implementation process, seek out additional funding, and promote the collaborative process that has supported the various successful projects. This organization, whose sole mission is to support the development of a collaborative community system, has developed an organizational capacity to provide the critical long-term investment in the community process. They are looked to as
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the entity to convene the necessary persons to address key issues and provide a voice for the advocates and various community stakeholders.

At this point in time preparations are being made to convene the second phase of the community-wide planning process since the initial goals have been mostly achieved. The community structural components have been set in place for continuing public education, evaluation and input to the public policy process. During Phase II, it is expected that connections to children’s services and vulnerable adults will be increased.

X. Moving towards Community Systems

Nationally, there have been numerous attempts at pulling services and resources together. The Duluth Abuse Intervention Project (DAIP) has focused on “institutional ethnography”\(^6\) and the promotion of “uniformity within the criminal justice system.”\(^7\) In Denver\(^8\) as well as New York state\(^9\) the focus has been on an integrated data collection systems. The six projects funded by the “Green Book” initiative to promote greater collaboration between domestic violence and child abuse services and many other projects are all experimenting with various strategies to move from individual agency or programmatic responses to various levels of integration, coordination and collaboration.\(^9\) Connections with adult protection agencies are much less prevalent. Although there is an increased recognition of the need to integrate services for the three levels - domestic violence (and IPV), child and
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vulnerable adult maltreatment - achieving this goal is much more difficult than it appears to be on any one level.

From the initial findings of numerous authors, reports, and the results of the case study, there are three critical factors that appear to be imperative for community collaborative efforts to effectively target the three levels of family violence. First is the need for a leading organization to be identified for the community that has as its primary mission to continually monitor the community's progress towards achieving the stated community outcomes and that tracks a community line of accountability.

The second pivotal factor is the need for dedicated and effective leadership in the organization that is recognized as the entity to lead the process by the community’s elected officials (without aligning with a specific political party) and the officials of governmental agencies including law enforcement, prosecuting, and judicial officials. The larger relevant organizations, including governmental and private child protection agencies, domestic violence intervention groups, adult protection agencies, and their respective funding organizations, also need to recognize this leadership.

The final factor is the development of a culture of collaboration that evolves at three levels: the front-line workers, their supervisors and mid-level managers, and the elected and executive levels. This culture develops slowly and requires an extensive amount of time to be “nurtured” by community leaders so that it can evolve into an integrated community system. It can be derailed very easily. The loss of only one key person in one organization during the initial stages of development can jeopardize the project. To sustain momentum the collaborative must clearly educate all new members, especially newly elected and appointed
officials, about the nature of the collaborative culture that continually focuses on the community’s mission with stated long-term outcomes.

It is absolutely essential for funding organizations that require coordination and community accountability to understand and continue the provision of necessary funding. Beginning and maintaining a continuous and diverse collaborative culture requires innumerable meetings to work through and analyze a myriad of details to avoid unintended negative consequences as the integration takes place.

**XI. Conclusion**

The issue of domestic violence needs to be addressed within the context of family violence and broader violence within society by developing community plans that recognize the specific nature of each locale and build on the efforts of current leadership and organizational structures already in place whenever possible. This requires a cultural shift in attitudes to move from an organizational to a community context. The development of logic models to guide the process towards achieving the desired long-term outcomes is also required. Community plans should follow a series of phases that need to be developed to outline specific strategies based on local needs, leadership, and existing partnerships. Strategies need to be developed for public education and professional cross-training about violence prevention and intervention. Additionally, a continual auditing of all the processes and protocols used to keep victims safe is necessary, as is holding perpetrators accountable, and promoting services that meet the needs of a diverse population.

The key factors to support this paradigm shift include the provision of continuous leadership despite constant political and organizational leadership changes, and fluctuations in
federal, state, and local funding. Support from local community leaders for the leadership organization is absolutely essential. This process requires a long and committed time period to change the course in communities. “Many of the most pressing problems communities face took years, even decades, to develop.” These problems cannot be solved quickly. The leadership also needs to educate the public about investing in prevention and effective intervention programs instead of building prisons and paying more for law enforcement, prosecuting attorneys, and all of the concomitant costs of the judicial and penal systems that are currently rising at exponential rates. In order to break the cycle of violence in families and society it is essential to understand that “community failures” can only be significantly reduced by collective action and a shared acceptance of responsibility.
